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High precision automated size measurements are required during industrial and scientific
applications. The principle of sub-pixel measuring is based on an intensity interpolation algorithm.
Combined with the characteristics of light, a system with high precision, short measuring time and
low cost was developed. The proposed system is then applied to the measurement of 5 cm objects
and compared with traditional measuring techniques. The experiment demonstrates that the measuring accuracy can reach up to 0.012 μm, and that the measurement size of the system is practical
and prompt. In addition, it is able to meet the requirement for industrial applications in a variety
of settings with stable performance and high precision.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid improvement of industrial manufacturing and processing technology,
geometry size measurement techniques have already played an important role in modern industry. There is an urgent need to develop advanced detection methods that are
capable of high speed and precision in order to keep pace with the increasing demand
in industry standards. Geometry size measurement techniques can be classified as either
contact or non-contact methods, according to measuring force. Contact measurement
methods mainly use a probe to obtain the target object parameters through direct contact of the surface. These include a caliper, micrometer, plug gauge, ring gauge, etc.
Contact measurement methods are susceptible to equipment precision and human factors, and are restricted by the number of tools and users availability during analysis.
The contact measurement method is limited on precision and efficiency. In order to
improve the precision of measurement, more complicated and expensive equipment
can be used, for instance a three-dimensional measuring machine, or an optical image-measuring machine. The non-contact measuring method is based on photoelectric and
electromagnetic technology and can obtain surface parameters of the target object
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without contacting the surface. This gives non-contact measuring higher precision,
faster response and is damage free as compared to contact measurement methods.
Vision measurement technology is a non-contact measurement method that provides full field measurement, high precision and a high degree of automation. It has
been widely studied and applied to industrial applications, and image-processing technology. Theoretical methods and detection instrumentation technology for visual inspection have been highly researched in developed countries. United States and Japan
currently have high standards that have been widely applied to industry, i.e., IO Industries (Canada), Siemens (Germany), OGP (United States), Keyenc (Japan), etc.
According to the visual inspection theory, linear interpolation of the pixel position
measurement system has been studied [1]. SŁADEK et al. studied the visual measurement
of deflection and accuracy assessment [2]. LAMY and BASSET studied the wheel camber
angle and visual inspection radius of a tire [3]. SAMPSON et al. studied the dual-view
computer-vision system for volume and image texture analysis in multiple apple slices
during drying [4]. GIROLAMI et al. studied the quantitative assessment of meat color
using a computer vision system [5]. Furthermore, visual measurement sensor technologies have been widely studied [6–8].
In order to improve the detection accuracy, the edge detection and extraction
method based on sub-pixel was studied thoroughly. The sub-pixel mechanisms are
commonly used in the fitting method, moment method and specific sub-pixel detection
methods that are currently under development. The general accuracy of the sub-pixel
algorithm is 0.1–0.5 pixels, and some can be up to 0.01 pixels under ideal circumstances.
LI QINGLI et al. utilized a quadratic polynomial in order to construct the interpolation
function that verifies the location of the edge via an edge graph. Its precision can reach
1/85.3 pixel [9]. CUI JIWEN and TAN JIUBIN proposed an algorithm based on the Zernike
moment sub-pixel location using error compensation, and its accuracy can reach
0.05 pixels for linear location [10].
Generally, visual measurements require a complex optical system, which is costly. It is
difficult to achieve generalization, automation, intelligence and portable detection [11].
In order to solve the problems related to visual measurements, this paper provides a visual
measurement system based on linear array light intensity with a higher theoretical accuracy of 0.012 μm. It is small, fast, accurate and instant in terms of performance [12].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the principles of optical measurement and design of the image acquisition system; Section 3 introduces the sub-pixel accurate measurements method based on light intensity interpolation; Section 4
presents the experimental set-up and results. The conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Principle of measurement
The principle of measurement is shown in Fig. 1. An imaging system is placed on
a height-adjustable bracket, and the measuring range increases with an increase in
height, although its accuracy reduces with an increase in height. The measured object
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Fig. 1. The system measuring principle.

is placed between the light source and the imaging system, forming a curve of variable
light intensity on the sensor when imaging. Through the analysis and calculation of
the light intensity curve, the trim size of the measured object can be received. For
the purpose of minimizing the outside interference and improving the measurement accuracy, a single light source is employed for measurement [13].
The optical measurement module is composed of a light source, photoelectric sensor
and lens (Fig. 1). The system adopts a high brightness LED parallel light source, and
a high aperture, wide-angle lens (81°). Farthest distance of detection can be up to 1 m.
The high-performance CMOS linear array image sensor ELIS-1024 from Panvision
Company with 1024 pixels is used, and it has a size of 7.8 μm. This sensor is capable
of high integration and has a high signal-to-noise ratio. It is widely used in portable
visual processing equipment.
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Fig. 2. Hardware structure of the acquisition system.
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Fig. 3. Acquisition module.

The signal acquisition module is composed of a sensor driver circuit, data acquisition controller, transmission interface, etc. (Fig. 2). The system has a light intensity
A/D conversion accuracy of 12 bit, the highest sample frequency is 700 kHz and is
capable of high-speed USB data transmission (Fig. 3).

3. Sub-pixel accurate measurements
based on light intensity interpolation
There are mainly three linear array image sensor data processing algorithms conventionally used: binarization processing, floating threshold method, and exposure adaptive
algorithm [7]. The method of sub-pixel accurate measurement based on light intensity
interpolation has been proposed, and its basic process involves the calibration of
the threshold using a standard length and a sub-pixel measurement based on the threshold segmentation.
3.1. Calibration of the sub-pixel threshold
Initially, the system utilizes standard values for calibration, determining the measurement threshold. This paper employs the linear interpolation algorithm of adaptive
threshold.
According to the measurement principle in Fig. 1, when the height between the lens
and the object is h, the lens angle is θ, the measurement range (span) is:
S = 2h tan(0.5θ )

(1)

The ideal length of the image is W = kM = 7.8M (where M is the number of pixels
of the CMOS sensor, and pixel width is k = 7.8 μm). Therefore, the corresponding actual length μ of the unit image length (μm) is
2h tan ( 0.5 θ )
S
μ = ---------- = -----------------------------------W

kM

(2)
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the interpolation algorithm.

The corresponding actual length β of each pixel k is
S
2h tan ( 0.5 θ )
β = μ k = --------- = -----------------------------------M

M

(3)

The threshold determination process is shown in Fig. 4, where X is the location of
the pixel, Y is the light intensity obtained by the CMOS sensor. Given the standard
length l, the theoretical number of pixels can be obtained by formula (3):
N = [l /β ]

(4)

where [] is to fetch an integer.
The minimum intensity P of the image as a starting point increases gradually until
the number of pixels reaches N (Fig. 4). Setting the two edge points B1(xi + 1, yi + 1),
B2(xj, yj) and adjacent points A1(xi, yi), A2(xj + 1, yj + 1) of B1 and B2, gives the length
of A1B1, A2B2, as pixel width, is 7.8 μm. Given that the corresponding light intensity
(theoretical threshold) of the standard parts edge is y = yth, the corresponding image
abscissae are xthi , xthj , respectively. Therefore the corresponding image length of
a standard piece with the width of l is as follows:
L = xthj – xthi = kN + l1 + l2

(5)

where l1 = xi + 1 – xthi , l2 = xthj – xj (in μm). By formula (2), we can obtain
l = μL

(6)

With the geometric relationship in Fig. 4, and using linear interpolation, we can
obtain
l1
⎧
⎪ ---------------------------⎪ y th – y i + 1
⎨
l2
⎪
- =
⎪ -------------------y
–
y
th
j
⎩

xi + 1 – xi
= -------------------------yi – yi + 1
xj + 1 – xj
--------------------------yj + 1 – yj

(7)
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where xi + 1 – xi = xj + 1 – xj = 7.8, and formulas (3), (5), (6), and (7) can be solved as
y i y j + y i + 1 y j + 1 – 2y i + 1 y j
( l – N β ) ( yi – yi + 1 ) ( yj + 1 – yj )
y th = ----------------------------------------------------------------------- + ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------yi – yj + yj + 1 – yi + 1
β ( yi – yj + yj + 1 – yi + 1 )

(8)

Here, yth is the threshold of the system measurement. The system installation error
and the temperature excursion of the sensor will affect the threshold in actual application due to the intensity of the light source. Therefore, the threshold needs to be recalibrated [14].
3.2. Sub-pixel measurement
First, the measurement is segmented in order to obtain the light intensity curve, with
the threshold as yth. The number of pixels of the light intensity is lower than threshold
as N', therefore the length of the image is:
lthr = N' k

(9)

According to Fig. 4, given that threshold edge points are B'1 ( x'i + 1, y'i + 1 ) and
B'2 ( x'j , y'j ), respectively, the two adjacent points are A'1 ( x'i, y'i ) and A'2 ( x'j + 1, y'j + 1 ),
respectively, and the length of the sub-pixel image can be obtained by formula (7) as:
⎛ y th – y'i + 1
y th – y'j ⎞
l sub = l'1 + l'2 = k ⎜---------------------------- + --------------------------⎟
y'i + 1 – y'j ⎠
⎝ y'i – y'i + 1

(10)

The corresponding image length of the measured image is L' = lthr + lsub. The measuring length is:
l = μ L' = μ (lthr + lsub)

(11)

The size of the target object can be solved by combining Eqs. (3), (9), (10) and (11)
to obtain
⎛ y th – y'i + 1
y th – y'j ⎞
- + --------------------------⎟ + N' β
l = β ⎜---------------------------y'j + 1 – y'j ⎠
⎝ y'i – y'i + 1

(12)

3.3. Analysis of precision
Here, a sub-pixel thinning measurement algorithm is achieved by utilizing the interpolation to the light intensity transformation of the adjacent pixels (Fig. 4). Given that
the maximum light intensity is P, the light intensity resolution Δ = P/2n (where n is
the resolution of A/D conversion of the light intensity). For Eq. (7), the length of image
is l1 = k ( yth – yi + 1) /( yi – yi + 1).
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Under the ideal conditions yi – yi + 1 = P, yth – yi + 1 = Δ, then:
xi + 1 – xi
k
l 1 = -------------------------- = ---------n
n
2
2

(13)

which is the measurement accuracy of the system sub-pixel image. By Eq. (2), the ideal
accuracy of the system is
2h tan ( 0.5θ )
σ = l 1 μ = ------------------------------------n

(14)

2 M

Equation (14) shows that the smaller h and θ are, the higher the A/D conversion
resolution n of the light intensity and picture element M of sensors. The higher the accuracy of picture element, the lower the accuracy [14, 15].
3.4. Error analysis of the system
The formula (3), (8), (12) derivations are:
2 tan ( 0.5θ ) Δh + 0.5h cot ( 0.5θ ) Δ θ
Δ β = ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------M

(15)

⎛ Δl
lΔ β ⎞ ( y i – y i + 1 ) ( y j + 1 – y j )
Δ y th = ⎜--------- – ---------------⎟ ------------------------------------------------------------2
⎝ β
β ⎠ yi – yj + yj + 1 – yi + 1

(16)

⎛ y th – y'i + 1
⎛
⎞
y th – y'j ⎞
1
1
Δl = ⎜---------------------------- + --------------------------⎟ Δ β + N'Δ β + ⎜-------------------------- + ---------------------------⎟ β Δy th
y'j + 1 – y'j ⎠
y'j + 1 – y'j ⎠
⎝ y'i – y'i + 1
⎝ y'i – y'i + 1
(17)
⎛ y th – y'i + 1
⎛
⎞
y th – y'j ⎞
1
1
where ⎜---------------------------- + --------------------------⎟ and ⎜-------------------------- + ---------------------------⎟ β are the transfer
y'j + 1 – y'j ⎠
y'j + 1 – y'j ⎠
⎝ y'i – y'i + 1
⎝ y'i – y'i + 1
functions of Δβ and Δyth to Δl.

4. Experimental design and analysis
4.1. The measurement system and results
The high precision sub-pixel measurement system developed is shown in Fig. 5. The distance between the lens and the measured object is h = 2.930 cm, the measurement range
(span) obtained by Eq. (1) is S = 5 cm, pixel width k = 7.8 μm, the A/D conversion resolution of light intensity is n = 12, system sub-pixel localization accuracy is 0.0019 pixel
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Fig. 5. Measurement system.
T a b l e 1. Experimental data compared to micrometer measurement data.
Data using
micrometer [mm]
6.699
10.000
11.706
14.020
15.000
15.878
18.768
20.000
22.000

Data using proposed
system [mm]
6.699023
10.000057
11.705817
14.023656
15.000086
15.877837
18.768551
20.000015
22.000200

Uncertainty
0.000267
0.000216
0.000460
0.000271
0.000175
0.000360
0.000330
0.000324
0.000515

as calculated by Eq. (13), the pixel number of the sensor is M = 1024, and the lens angle
θ = 81°. The ideal measurement accuracy is 0.012 μm as calculated by Eq. (14).
Table 1 shows a set of measured data under the conditions described above as compared to a micrometer. The measuring precision of the micrometer is 0.01 mm. This
3rd digit is estimated. Data using the proposed system are calculated with Eq. (12).
The uncertainty values are calculated using the following equation:
n

u ( A ) = f ( n )s ( x ) = f ( n )

2

∑ i = 1( x i – x ) -----------------------------------------n(n – 1)

(18)
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where n is the measurement number, xi is the measured data, x is the average number
of x, f (n) is associated with the confidence factor (generally taken as 1 on the line),
and s is the standard deviation of the average.
By comparison with the micrometer, the experimental data illustrates that the test
results of the proposed system are accurate and efficient at measuring.
The errors of the measured values fluctuated within the range, which indicates
the stability and reliability of the system as compared to using a micrometer.
4.2. Error factors of the system
Systematic and random errors inevitably exist within the measurement system, and are
mainly caused by the following factors.
The influence of light source system – In the measurement system, dark spots
formed on the CMOS sensor via the object to be tested and covered the parallel light
source. The edge interpolation algorithm then calculates the covered pixel amount in
order to achieve the dimension value. Therefore the collimation and stability of
the linear array light source affect the measurement results directly. In the ideal model,
a projected linear array light source should be parallel. But in practice, because of
the influence of the divergence of light source, a stable parallel light source cannot be
received, causing an error within the measurements.
The influence of CMOS image sensor – Here, the selected sensor had 1024 pixels.
According to Eq. (2), the resolution of the system is inversely proportional to the number
of pixels. In other words, the greater the number of pixels, the higher the precision. In
addition, in terms of the structure of the CMOS image sensor, and through analyzing
the light sensitive characteristics, fill factor and compensation pixels, it was found that
the distribution of the pixels is not homogeneous. In consequence, the edge error is
produced during measurements, and the output voltage of the sensor changed slightly
with the variation in temperature.
The influence of testing platform – The height between the lens and the measured
object cannot be adjusted to the theoretical value, resulting in transformation of β and
the generation of the system error. When the measured object is completely perpendicular to the sensor, the obtained value is the actual value, while if the measured object
and the sensor are into a certain angle, the size would be measured with deviations leading errors.

5. Conclusion
Visual measuring technique with the characteristics of non-contact, high precision and
higher automation has been widely researched and applied. This paper provides a measurement system based on the linear array CMOS image sensor. The basic principle
of measurement is introduced, and the linear array image data acquisition module, op-
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tical imaging system of measurement and construction of measurement principle are
developed. The sub-pixel adaptive threshold selection principle (calibration) based on
light intensity linear interpolation is studied thoroughly. Sub-pixel accurate measurement has been realized, and precision of the measuring system and the influencing factor of errors are analyzed. By comparing with a high-precision size measuring system,
it shows that the proposed system can measure the geometric dimension of an object
quickly and accurately. The system is low cost, small in dimensions and is simple to
use. It provides a new measuring method for high-precision detection in automatic production.
According to Eq. (14), the system measurement accuracy depends on the measuring
height h, lens angle θ, light intensity A/D conversion digit n and the number of sensor
pixels. This system adopts a sensor with 1024 pixels and A/D conversion resolution
of 12 bit. Both the number of pixels and A/D conversion digit impact the accuracy.
Selecting a sensor with more pixels and an A/D chip with higher performance in order
to improve precision would greatly improve the system. The size measurement system
that takes into account the influence of light source, temperature excursion of sensor
testing platform, etc., would further improve the system and allow for higher precision
measurement.
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